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Unbersitv of Georgia, Athens, Georgia 30602 
Methodology for dynamical systems described by nonlinear stochastic differential 
equations is applied to economic systems, particularly the Phillips-Turnovsky 
model, generalizing the model further to nonlinear terms and stochastic coefftcients 
and inputs, to determine expectations and correlation matrices for the variables 
which represent solution processes of a set of coupled equations. The theory is quite 
general and will apply if the model is changed to use different nonlinear forms. e.g., 
for taxes as a function of income, or different statistics for fluctuations (which need 
not be stationary or Gaussian or small), or. to include retarded effects. 
INTRODUCTION 
Economic theory (mathematical economics) is largely deterministic and 
often even static. When so-called stochastic models are used (econometrics), 
it is largely a matter of using some statistical concepts and methods and 
stationary distributions. Tintner [ 1 ] refers to the fact that in the judgment of 
most mathematical economists, adequate insight is obtained without 
worrying about stochastic features. That is, since mean values are being 
sought to characterize systems, deterministic theory is sufficient. Unfor- 
tunately, however, replacing stochastic coefficients and inputs in a stochastic 
differential equation by expectations, i.e., the mean values, does not yield the 
expectation of the solution process. If we write the differential equation 
Yip =x, where x is a stochastic process and 9 is a differential operator 
involving one or more stochastic-process coefficients, we cannot replace 2 
by (Y) and x by (x) and say the solution is (4’) since this requires 
statistical independence of the system output from the system parameters. 
We can best begin by the realization that many generally used assumptions 
are not realistic. They are made for mathematical simplicity-not because 
economic systems behave that way. Economic systems are not linear just as 
real physical systems are not linear except under very special circumstances. 
Linearity means the output varies as a straight line (linearly) with the input. 
Let us take a simple example from agricultural economics letting our system 
of interest be a bioeconomic system producing milk or beef from grass- 
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commonly called a cow. If you keep increasing the input, the output will not 
increase as a constant multiple of the input. In fact, the cow may stop 
increasing production, or stop producing altogether, or die. The cow may be 
subject to environmental influences such as weather and plagues, and the 
result is a fluctuating output. Economic systems are not deterministic. 
Neither are they necessarily stationary or Gaussian or Markovian. 
Stationarity, e.g., implies statistics do not change with time and it is hard to 
believe this would be the case with manipulations and policy changes 
throughout the world which interact on ones own national economy. We do 
not necessarily assume normal or log normal distribution and certainly not 
infinite-variance distributions such as the Pareto distribution. Fluctuations 
may be small but may well be large. It hardly needs any defense to state that 
randomness is inherent in economic processes. Market fluctuations, 
irregularities in the money supply, or real agricultural production in a 
country are stochastic variables. The influence of real per capita government 
expenditure on agriculture would be a control variable (an input) whose 
effect may be felt only after a time delay. Realistic modelling of economic 
systems must lead to nonlinear stochastic differential equations. What we 
would like is to be able to consider a dynamical system-nonlinear in 
general (linearity being a special case) and stochastic in general, involving 
stochastic inputs and parameters which may be nonstationary and which 
can, at most, be described by their first- and second-order statistics. These 
dynamical systems can be described by ordinary or partial differential 
equations, or, functional equations, delay equations, or systems of such 
equations. Clearly, these systems can become very complex indeed as 
dimension increases, i.e., as we shall consider systems involving many 
variables. The methods we shall discuss do offer a potential for such systems 
while the present state of the economy in the U.S. suggests new methods are 
certainly needed. 
DISCUSSION 
One example studied by Black and Scholes describes the pricing of put 
and call options as an evolving dynamical process in a stochastic 
environment, obtaining a parabolic partial differential equation involving the 
stock price, a risk-free interest rate, and a time to expiration of the option. 
The solution is the call-option price. The solution depends on the boundary 
and initial data-in this case on the initial value for the call-option price. 
This represents the random environment. The stock price-a coefficient in 
the differential equation-is a fluctuating quantity representable as a 
stochastic process. Thus, the equation is a stochastic operator [2, 3 ] 
equation. 
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We shall emphasize that economic systems modeling must incorporate the 
dynamical nature of the economy, that nonlinear elements are necessarily 
always present, and that parameters are generally stochastic (involving fluc- 
tuations). Linear behavior is a very special case of nonlinear, and deter- 
ministic parameters are a special case of stochastic. Thus. a nonlinear 
stochastic dynamical treatment includes these special cases and the resulting 
solutions when appropriate. Also, small fluctuation and weakly nonlinear 
cases (perturbative cases) are included in a general treatment. Control theory 
may be approrpiate but not the theory commonly used. Recent work by 
Adomian and Sibul [4] applying our methodology to the control of a 
stochastic system, not merely one with a stochastic input, allows not only 
time-dependent systems but stochastically time-dependent systems in which 
the coefftcient matrices have randomly time-varying elements. 
A stochastic differential equation as we have used the term is an equation 
involving a stochastic (d@erentiaf) operator. i.e., a differential operator with 
one or more coefftcients which are stochastic processes. We allow the forcing 
function (an inhomogeneous term as the system input) also to be stochastic. 
and finally, initial conditions may be stochastic. The much simpler case of a 
deterministic system with either random initial conditions or forcing 
function, or both, has also been referred to as a “stochastic differential 
equation” but is not what is needed here. Our system is stochastic. 
Let us consider another example dealing with optimal policies for national 
economic systems. Analysis of stabilization policies have been the subject of 
investigation by economists for a number of years originating with work by 
Phillips in 1954 [S] and 1957 [6] and extended by Turnovsky ] 7 ] in 197 1. 
The objective was to prevent instability or undesired oscillations in economic 
activity. 
Suppose we represent the U.S. economy as a black box with inputs such 
as labor and capital and outputs such as consumption and investment. Inputs 
are stochastic: there are uncontrollable influences on demand. Uncontrollable 
factors such as weather, strikes and changes in money markets. all result in 
fluctuations of internal parameters and, of course. of the outputs. 
Let us give our attention to the Phillips-Turnovsky (deterministic) 
“multiplier-accelerator” model for determination of optimal government 
expenditure. Slightly modifying their equations, we shall describe the model 
by the following three equations: 
Z=c(Y-T)+Z+G+E, (1) 
dI/dt + kI= adY/dt, (2) 
dY/dr = $(Z - Y). (3) 
Equation (1) breaks down aggregate demand Z, i.e., total demand for real 
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(adjusted for inflation) money in the total economy into the aggregate expen- 
ditures: consumption, investment I (or money spent on the apparatus of 
production-the machines which produce income), government expenditure 
G (the amount which the government controls directly), and autonomous 
expenditure E (or amounts not under control, such as government salaries, 
overhead and debt repayment), all amounts having been adjusted for 
inflation. New consumption depends on disposable income c( Y - 7’) where 
T represents taxes and taxes are a nonlinear function of income T =. I ‘(Y) 
rather than the linear function used by Phillips. We shall consider the general 
form . I ‘(J) later. As an example only, let T= u. + u, Y + (Jo Y*. (See our 
paper on symmetrized polynomial forms [ 8 1.) Substituting for T yields 
Z=c(l -a,) Y+I+G+(E-~a,)-ca,Y’. (4) 
Equation (2) describes the assumption that increasing income must be due 
to increased productivity, which, in turn, depends on amount of investment I 
and possible on the rate at which investment is increasing. (One suspects 
delays may be involved, as well. The methodology can handle delays if we 
choose to include them.) The coefficient a is a measure of the so-called 
“acceleration” of the economy. 
Equation (3) describes the adjustment in output occurring when aggregate 
demand and aggregate supply are unequal. Z - Y = demand - income (or 
wages) = an index of profit. Clearly, when this index is high. income will 
rise. 
The terms c. a, k, 4 represent “constants” changing with exogenous factors 
and should properly be considered stochastic processes rather than 
constants, a much more realistic assumption which we shall consider shortly. 
For convenience, let c( 1 - a,) = p,, E - cc0 = B. --cc: = B,. Then 
Z=G+B+I+b,Y+&Y’, (5) 
dI/dt + kI = adY/dt, (6) 
dY/dt + <Y= 22. (7) 
We may. if we wish, multiply (5) by h and substitute in (7). Then 
dY/dt + y, Y - y2 Y2 = *I + tG + ,zB, (8) 
where y, = -+(/I, - 1) and yz = tp2. Turnovsky’s treatment of Phillips’ 
model generalized the model to consider effects of uncertainties in various 
parameters as well as additive disturbances and also was quite aware of 
nonlinear terms but was forced by available mathematics to consider only 
linear terms and to make restrictive assumptions on the randomness. 
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Equations (5)-(7), or equivalently, (6) and (8) are coupled and require 
simultaneous solution. We can allow nonlinear terms, as shown as an 
example by the Y2 term, as well as stochastic inputs and coefftcients. The 
resulting differential equation or sets of coupled equations [9 ] can also be 
solved by our methods as we shall see. Whether the above equations are 
correct or not-whether higher order derivatives or functions of ~7 and its 
derivatives are involved rather than merely polynomial nonlinearities-our 
proposed methods will consider forms sufficiently general to handle the 
problem. 
Our work on dynamical systems which involve stochastic (randomly fluc- 
tuating) or simply ambiguous or uncertain (fuzzy) parameters is clearly 
applicable. (The latter area is being approached both by “fuzzy set” methods 
to be discussed elsewhere.) 
These equations can be rewritten in terms of a differential equation 
involving linear and nonlinear parts, random coefftcients, and possibly fuzzy 
coefficients, so that the theory we have been developing becomes applicable. 
Multi-input-multi-output models can be formulated in terms of input 
(random) vectors, output (random) vectors and black boxes representing the 
economy or a production system, etc., but we shall deal here with simpler 
systems to illustrate the ideas. More complex systems are dealt with 
elsewhere in a recent book [3]. 
It is interesting to note that Phillips’ model for stabilization of a fluc- 
tuating simple macroeconomic model is quite sensitive to lags or delays and 
that such delays can now easily be incorporated in our model, even though 
available mathematical theory for nonlinear delay-differential [ 10 ] and 
functional equations had not allowed this earlier. Such delays are clearly 
common in an economy. For example, the effect of a real per capita 
government expenditure on agriculture would be felt only after a delay. 
Furthermore, state-space equations in a form suitable for control theory, but 
more general than usual analyses, can also be treated by these methods with 
obvious application to a dynamical economy which we wish to manipulate 
rather than observe helplessly [3,4]. We shall note, further, that we do not 
assume white-noise processes, as is quite common for mathematical 
simplicity, but real processes whose first- or possibly second-order statistics 
can be determined and considered known. Our objective cannot be unique 
anticipated results, e.g., proces, but rather random functions with underlying 
probability distributions. We shall predict statistics to an appropriate order 
rather than complete hierarchies of distributions, in accordance with the 
knowledge we have of the statistics of inputs and system parameters. This 
process is rather analogous to the solution of a linear-deterministic 
differential equation in which we describe the solution v(t) in terms of an 
integral involving the input x(t) and a kernel which is, of course, Green’s 
function. Analogously, we shall determine the desired statistics in terms of 
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the input statistics and a kernel, involving the statistics of system parameter. 
which we call the “stochastic Green’s function.” 
Single differential equations such as the above are considered in a generic 
form .Fy = X, where x is a stochastic process x(t, (0,) on a probability space. 
Thus, x is viewed as the input to a dynamical system for which y is the 
output where we have modelled the system with an appropriate differential 
equation. Statistical measures [2, 3) (statistics) of x are assumed given to 
appropriate order, and .7 is a nonlinear-stochastic (differential) operator 
[2, 31. Of course, similar statistical measures must be given for coefficients 
in the differential operator which are stochastic processes. More completely 
we write 
,~~=Lq’+~y+Ny+..~y=x, (9) 
where L is a linear deterministic, 9 is linear stochastic, Ny is a nonlinear- 
deterministic term and Hy allows for nonlinear-stochastic terms. 
More generally, we can also consider ..X( y, y’,..., y(“‘), product 
nonlinearities, mixed derivatives, etc., as well as coupled equations, delay 
equations, state space equations, etc. Thus, the differential equations of 
interest are subsumed in the forms already discussed in the literature [2-3 1. 
The procedure yields expressions for the desired statistical measures of y in 
series form in terms of stochastic Green’s functions which are easily 
computable. Solution of the coupled equations we have written is carried out 
as follows. 
ANALYSIS: DETERMINISTIC CASE 
The author’s methods have been described in a series of mathematical 
papers elsewhere in detail and summarized in recent books. It is an approx- 
imate method but both accurate and computable and quite general so many 
generally used but severely restrictive conditions and assumptions become 
unnecessary. In this method, the solution involves a decomposition into 
components to be determined, as we have discussed for the form .Fy =x. In 
the present application, we have three equations in Z, Z, and Y. Assume 
Z= CToZ,,, Z= ~~==oZ,,, and Y= CF=o=o Y,, where the individual 
components will be found to some convenient n. Equation (5) has the form 
Z = (G + B) + Z +/I, Y + /I2 N( Y), where N(Y) includes any nonlinear terms 
involving Y-in this example, of course, it is simply Y2 but we wish to 
emphasize we can deal with other nonlinearities (even of the form 
f(y, y’, y”,...)). Now we introduce a parameter A (which is not a “smallness” 
or perturbation parameter!) and parametrize both Eq. (5) and our three 
decompositions above. Thus 
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Z(G + B) + AZ + VP, Y + 44 N(Y) 
Since N(Y) is some nonlinear function of the form f(Y) and Y is now 
Y, +kY, + ... = g(A) we have N(Y) =f( g(A)) and assume an analytic form 
N(Y) = ~:zz”=o L”A,,, where A, are easily determinable by implicit differen- 
tiations (or more sophisticated direct methods to be published 13 I). 
Substituting this form in our parametrized equation above yields for 
n = 0, 1, 2 ,..., 
Z, = G + B. 
Z,=Io+/3,Yo+BzAo, 
-&=I, +P, Y, +&A,. 
Z n+, =I,, +Pi Yn +&A,. n > 0. (11) 
where 121 
A,Y; 
,4, = 2YoY, 
Az= Y;+2YoY, 
A,=2(Y,Yz+ YoYJ) 
(1.2) 
The 1 parameter was purely a convenience and can be dropped now. i.e.. 
Z=Z,+Z,+Z,+‘~~ to some n term approximation CE i: Z,, . 
Now lets look at the equations for I and Y. We have 
dI/dt + kI = adY,Jdl 
dY,Jdt + rY = zZ, (13) 
where, at this point, we are still considering deterministic, but not necessarily 
constant coefticients. (They can be time dependent.) Equation (13) has the 
operator forms 
f.,I=F,(t) 
L.2 Y = F&J. (14) 
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where L, E d/dt + k and Lz E d/dt + 4. Green’s functions are easily deter- 
minable by considering 
to be 
L, G,(t. r) = 6(t - 5) 
L, G,(t. r) = S(t - T) (15) 
G,(t, r) = H(t - 5) ek”-” 
G,.(t. r) = H(t - r) e”“-“. (16) 
where H is the step function (Heaviside function) which is unity of the 
argument is >O and is zero otherwise. Now indicating initial values by I(0) 
and Y(O), 
I = Z(0) + L ; ‘F,(t) = I(O) + 1.’ G,(t, r) F,(r) dr 
-0 
Y = Y(0) + L;‘F,(t) = Y(0) + 1.’ G,.(t, r) F>(r) dr. 
-0 
(17) 
F, depends on Y and F, depends on Z so both depend indirectly on I and Y. 
Using our decompositions and parametrization again 
T I,,& = I(0) + AL ;‘(adY/dt) 
)I -0 
; Y”A” = Y(0) + AL.‘(bZ). 
II -0 
(18) 
Now 
Lo = Z(0) 
I, = L; ‘(adI’,/dt) 
If c1 depends on t, I, = .I’; G,(t, r) u(r)(d/dr) Ye(r) dr which is better written 
in the adjoint form thus avoiding derivatives of the solution. Then 
1, = - .r,’ (d/dr)[G,(t, r) a(r)] Y,(r) dr + G,(t, r) a(r) Yo(r> 1;. 
The last term is the bilinear concomitant arising from the adjoint operation 
or integration by parts. If we call the last term (BC), we can write 
I, = PC), - .ih (d/dr)[G,(t, 5) a(r)] Y,,-,(r) dr (20) 
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Y, = Y(0) 
Y, = L; 'az, 
YpL;‘tz, 
(21) 
Now 
Y, = 1” G,(t, r) a(r) Z,(r) dr = )’ Gy(fr T) a(r)[G(r) + B(r)] dr, 
.” .o 
Y2 = 1.’ G,.(t, r) (r) Z,(r) dr 
-0 
= 1” G,(t, r) (r)[I,(r) + D, Ye(r) + P2 YiWl dr. (22) 
Thus, we see we can systematically compute all terms and very efficient 
procedures have been (and are continuing to be) developed for large systems 
problems. We might point out that the computation of Green’s function in 
equations such as (14) can now be done very effkiently even for large 
systems of higher order multidimensional equations, so the solution of these 
particular equations was not due to their first order or simple forms. In more 
complex or higher order systems or when delayed effects are involved (where 
the delays may be constant, time dependent, or even random), it becomes 
diffkult to discuss succinctly but the solutions can still be carried out. 
ANALYSIS: STOCHASTIC CASE 
We will now allow both stochastic-process coefficients and random initial 
conditions. Our objective, since the solutions are stochastic processes, will be 
determination of the appropriate statistical measures 12, 31, i.e., the expec- 
tations, correlations, etc. We can start with Eqs. (6) and (8) and solve the 
two coupled equations instead of three. Thus 
dI/dt + kl = adY/dt 
dY/dt + y, Y - y2 Y= = aI + .zG + rB, (23) 
where )I, = -@, - 1) and y2 = .~/3~. We are allowing any or several of the 
quantities 4, a, k, y,, y2 to be stochastic. Let us write L = d/dt and 9, = k to 
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conform to our usual notation in the literature. Thus the operator acting on I 
in (23) is d/df + k, where L = d/dt is a (linear) deterministic operator and 
.A, = k is a (linear) random operator. Similarly, we have (L + 2*) Y for the 
linear part of the left side of the Y equation. Consequently, 
LY+.R,Y+N(Y)=.@,I+F(t,w), (24) 
where N(Y) = yz Y’ as our example, .3 = ad/df, .R, = .2, and F(t, w) is the 
term 4G +&? which can be considered to be a forcing function and we use 
the same notation F as in our papers. 
Operating on both equations with L -’ which is simply the integration 
operator. 
Y=L-‘,~~I-L-‘.~A,Y+L~‘yzY’+L~~‘F(t.o), (25) 
where we have put in the specific form from N(Y), although we need not do 
so here. Of course, initial conditions are involved as well; hence. 
I=I(o)+L-‘.~~Y-L-‘.wlI 
Y= [Y(O)+L-‘F(t,w)] +L-‘&-L-‘.R2Y+L-‘yzY’. (26) 
If the initial 1(O) and Y(0) are random, their first- and second-order 
statistical measures are assumed given if we seek our solution-statistical 
measures to at least second order. Carrying out our usual parametrization 
and decomposition 
2 /m,=I(0)+~L-‘.~, G PY,,+~L-‘.R’ 6 l”I,,. - II=0 CO I, = 0 
?- A”Y,,= [Y(0)+Lp’F(t,cu)! +2L-‘.2d G 2”I,, - - 
n-0 ll=O 
n -0 ,I =o 
Hence, 
I, = I(O), I”, = Y(0) + L ‘F(r, w). 
etc. for pairs (I,, Yl), (Iz. Yz), etc. to 
I n+l =L-‘.R,Y,-L-I.2 I I "3 
Y n+,=~-‘.~~~n-L~‘.a,Y,+L-‘yzA,. (27) 
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Each pair is calculable in terms of preceding terms and no closure approx- 
imations become necessary in determining the various moments later. Let us 
look for a moment at the term L -‘.ip3 Y, in the I equation. This is 
1: a(r)(d/dr) Y,(r) dr and again we use Green’s theorem or adjoint operation 
to write this as - J’k (d/dr)[a(r)] Y,(r) dr + a(r) Y,,(r)lb. Since we have the 
individual components we now write indicating dependence on r in T and 
w E (Q, F,,D), a probability space, 
Y(t,w)=Y(O)+L-‘F(t,w)+ c (L~‘.~,Z,-L--‘,~~Y,+L-‘Y~A.},(~~) 
n=o 
where F = &G + rR and the statistical measures (sm) are determinable and 
appropriately separable, thus 
w w)) = ma) + f (L-‘.w, Y” - L -‘.3 I,) 
II=0 
(Y(f, 0)) = (Y(O)) + L -‘(W, 0)) 
+ f (L-‘.~~lI,-L~‘.~2Yn+L-‘yzA.). (29) 
II=0 
Of course, we only compute for some reasonable n which is discussed 
elsewhere [3]. Second-order sm, i.e., the correlation or covariances, can be 
calculated by taking the appropriate products and averaging, and again, we 
will find the necessary statistical separability of quantities will occur 
naturally in our method. Thus, the autocorrelation of I(t, w) is given by 
and the autocorrelation of Y(t. w) by 
where the sums, of course, are reasonable n-term summations which leads to 
errors in the statistical measures since we are approximating the solution. 
Such errors have been completely studied, as have acceleration procedures 
for rapid convergence so only a few terms need to be calculated. 
The cross correlation (I([,, o) Y(t2, 0)) or (Y(t, , w) Z(tz, w)) is obviously 
also determinable and may be significant to economists. 
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FINAL COMMENT 
We do not suggest that the model discussed is necessarily correct since 
this is a question for economists. We wish only to demonstrate a 
methodology which offers a significant potential for solution of systems of 
this type (extremely complex, nonlinear stochastic, dynamical models 
involving multiple variables, delayed effects, etc.) and perhaps even to point 
the way to very necessary new economic understandings resulting from 
solution of more realistic models. whether this one or others. 
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